
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Eclipse series is the latest series of water dispensers renowned for 
reliability, longevity and value for money. The classy cabinet will compliment 
the most stylish office or enhance any home decor. 

 

Features 
  Choose between White/Silver or 

Black/Silver finish 
 Cold and Ambient water temperature 
 Comes with Awesome bottle set 
  2.5L stainless steel cold tank 
 Sleek easy to push taps 
  3-year comprehensive warranty 

Performance 
Tap 1 outlet water 5°C approx. 
Tap 2 outlet water 18°C approx. 

Colour 
Available in gloss white/silver or 
black/silver finish. 
Cabinet 
High gloss cabinet, front and top ABS 
plastic, bench top model has removable 
side panels for internal access 
Cold Water Cooling Reservoir 
Hygienic stainless steel 2.5L chilling tank 
with contaminant seal. Adjustable 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Faucets 
Soft closing and easy to operate. 

Drip Tray 
Durable ABS plastic, easy clean. 

Dimensions 
27.2 cm W x 31.3cm D x 44.8cm H 

Warranty 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Select 
Colour 

thermostat with easy access from the back 
of the unit. 

Refrigeration 
Convection cooled condenser. Hermetically 
sealed compressor with automatic overload 
protector. Refrigerant type R134A 

The entire range of AWC Eclipse Series water 
coolers are covered by our 3 Year 
Comprehensive Warranty. The warranty 
provides comprehensive parts and labour 
coverage, for the period of 3 year from the date 
of original sale.. 
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Bottle assembly instructions

	Unpack all parts from box and wash under tap.

	Remove filter from packaging and flush under running
water until the water is clear coming out of the bottom of
the filter. To accelerate this process tap the top of the
filter with a cupped hand to push the water through

	Take the float and screw onto the bottom of bottle B

	Place bottle B on top of water cooler.

	Place centre plate on top of bottle B

	Unscrew the dome locking nut from the dome

	Insert dome into centre hole of bottle A and screw the
dome locking nut onto the dome from underneath until
finger tight

	When the filter is fully flushed, ensure that the o-ring at
the bottom of the thread is firmly seated into place at the
base of the thread

	Insert filter to bottom of bottle A, turning clockwise (left to
right) until firm

	Place bottle A and assembled filter on top of centre plate
and bottle B

	Using a jug, pour water into bottle A until this bottle is full

	NEVER have both bottle A and B full of water at the same
time

Refilling

	When bottle B has only 50mm of water in base of bottle,
completely refill bottle A

Monthly cleaning maintenance 
Routine maintenance will ensure the very best in filtered water

	Break down into various parts and wash with clean water

	Follow instructions to reassemble
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HOW TO CLEAN YOUR WATER DISPENSER AND REPLACE YOUR FILTER 
Routine Maintenance will ensure you are drinking great tasting filtered water – Cleaning of your water 
dispenser & bottle set is recommended every 4 weeks. 

Included in this mail out to you are the following items that you will need to successfully 
clean your water cooler & replace your Aussie Water filter 

 
 One cloth filter made up of two layers, one white & the other black 
 One multi layered carbon filter cartridge 

 

Water Dispenser & Bottle Set Cleaning Procedure: A microfibre cloth and a spray bottle of 
Milton (hospital grade disinfectant used for sterilising baby bottles) and water will be required to 
successfully sanitise your water dispenser. 

 Empty the water from your bottle set via the taps in the front of your dispenser 
 Lift your bottle set off your cooler and place in a bucket or upside down at the sink 
 Drain the water that is inside the internal reservoir of your water cooler using the taps in the 

front of your dispenser 
 Remove the baffle plate (circular disk) from the internal reservoir of your dispenser. The easiest 

way to remove the baffle is to place one of your fingers down the centre of the plate, 
continuously twist and pull up 

 Spritz the internal reservoir with Milton solution allow to sit  
 Follow the bottle assembly instructions as provided to dismantle your bottle set 
 Open the plastic dome located in the top bottle, remove the cloth filter pads & discard 
 Unscrew the old filter from your top bottle & discard 
 Unscrew float valve and clean thoroughly. Ensure the rubber nipple stays in place 
 Wash your bottle set and components with a microfibre cloth & clean water 
 Spray your bottle set & components with Milton solution and set aside 
 Using a wet microfibre cloth wipe out the internal reservoir of your cooler until clean. Re insert 

baffle 
 Spray a microfibre cloth with Milton solution and wipe over the externals of your water 

dispenser. It is important that you also clean inside your taps to remove any build up. A narrow 
bottle brush or toothbrush is perfect for this task 

 
Preparation & installation of your new filter: 

 Place your new filter under a running tap to allow water to pass through the different layers of 
the filter. Remove from flow of water and hit the top of your filter forcing the water through. 
Repeat this process until the water running from the holes at the bottom of your filter is clear 
and carbon free. Now screw the new filter firmly (not too tight) back on to the white plate 
being careful not to cross thread the filter 

 Follow the Bottle Assembly Instructions page to reassemble your bottle set 
Should you require any assistance with this process simply contact our friendly staff on 1300 365 202 or 
info@aussiewatercoolers.com.au 
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